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Preface

The rich programme of ICIDS 2009, comprising invited talks, technical presen-
tations and posters, demonstrations, and co-located post-conference workshops
clearly underscores the event’s status as premier international meeting in the
domain. It thereby confirms the decision taken by the Constituting Committee
of the conference series to take the step forward: out of the national cocoons of
its precursors, ICVS and TIDSE, and towards an itinerant platform reflecting
its global constituency. This move reflects the desire and the will to take on the
challenge to stay on the lookout, critically reflect upon and integrate views and
ideas, findings and experiences, and to promote interdisciplinary exchange, while
ensuring overall coherence and maintaining a sense of direction.

This is a significant enterprise: The challenges sought are multifarious and
must be addressed consistently at all levels. The desire to involve all research
communities and stakeholders must be matched by acknowledging the differences
in established practises and by providing suitable means of guidance and intro-
duction, exposition and direct interaction at the event itself and of lasting (and
increasingly: living) documentation, of which the present proceedings are but an
important part. To illustrate: for the scientific constituency, this implies solving
the issue of how to achieve high impact (factors) for different disciplines with
differing understandings of the role of conferences and conference publications;
for artists, to accommodate their presentations to technology-oriented expecta-
tions; for the editors, this requires preparedness and availability to put up with
the broader range of quirks typical of the different authoring communities, and
to invest work on adjusting form (compliance with specific layouts) and ensuring
quality of content (e.g., fighting the particular disease of all too frequent issues
with correctness and completeness of documentation of the embedding of the
original work presented that still marks the original manuscripts of the more
recent scientific and engineering disciplines).

At first sight, all of this could be misinterpreted as adding up to a dispro-
portionate amount of trouble. But in fact these are the tangible and lively signs
of an example of how to do away with balkanisations and divisions into two (or
however many) cultures.

The recognition of the role of ICIDS is reflected in the number of submissions
received: almost double the number over the already very successful first edition,
and with some spread across areas (if still with room for future improvement).
Clearly, this did not make the work of the Programme Committee any easier,
and we want to thank each of the members, as well as the auxiliary reviewers,
for their diligent work: this includes the noteworthy additional effort invested
in discussions and further rounds of inspection of contributions that could be
accepted only conditionally at first, and in support of an open mindset. The
final decisions of acceptance and of the format assigned to each contribution
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were thus based on close examination of all reviews and commentary received
(as well as the inevitable influence of the logistic givens).

Out of 89 paper and poster submissions, the final programme comprised 19
full and 11 short paper presentations. Together with five accepted posters, this
adds up to an overall acceptance rate of 39% that reflects well the aspired balance
between the aims for inclusiveness and quality. Six demonstrations and four
invited presentations provided further complementary samples of the interactive
digital storytelling domain. In addition, a number of post-conference workshops
offered the opportunity for more in-depth discussions, informed also by hands-
on sessions, about selected topics. Out of the 108 co-authors of contributions to
the main conference programme, 58 come from Europe, 31 from North America,
ten from the Far East, four each from the Near East (Israel) and South America
(Brazil), and one from Australia—with a noteworthy number of cross-continental
collaborations.

In closing, we also wish to thank: all of the members of the ICIDS community
who submitted; all the supporters of the ICIDS 2009 project and the sponsoring
organisations; and in particular Uli Spierling and Nicolas Szilas, the organisers
of the first ICIDS, for making our life easier in so many ways by not just handing
over the torch, but providing continuous helpful commentary and suggestions;
and, last but not least, the Constituting Committee for entrusting us with this
important task.
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